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XVII 
 

W. T. STEAD AND CECIL RHODES 
 
 
SOME of my recollections of W. T. Stead are told in the chapters which deal with the passing of 
the Criminal Law Amendment Act (1885) and with his appearance, with myself and others, in the 
dock at the Old Bailey. 
 
I always think that Stead's three months' imprisonment did him harm. It tended to increase his 
insularity. When he came out of prison he had an immense following in the country, and if he 
had been disposed to adopt more ordinary methods of strengthening his influence he would no 
doubt have become a great power in the nation on the side of important reforms. But he 
preferred to plough a lonely furrow, if that is not too quiet a figure for the man's fiery energy, 
and he avoided association with any existing groups or parties of organized opinion. He 
remained always, however, very friendly with The Army, and helped us in the Press. He had 
indeed always done that from the time of his first meeting with our people in Darlington, where 
he was editor of the Northern Echo,' when he championed what was then our very unpopular 
cause. In his first letter to us he complained that our Officers in that town were overworked, and 
that it was not good generalship to let the soldiers kill themselves. The Founder replied that he 
would never make a general if he was afraid to sacrifice his men in order to win the battle! Later 
on, after he came to London, Stead used his influence with John (later Lord) Morley, then his 
chief on the ‘Pall Mail Gazette,' to make known and put down the disgraceful violence which 
assailed us in many parts of the country. Later still (1890) his pen did very much to help us in 
connexion with the 'Darkest England' Scheme. He brought the valuable help of his journalistic 
skill to bear upon the task of editing some of the material which appeared between the covers 
of the Founder's Book: 'In Darkest England and the Way Out.' 
 
At an early period of my acquaintance with Stead I learned to appreciate deeply his religious 
character. It was both strong and passionate. During the investigations which led to the Maiden 
Tribute' we spent for periods of weeks half an hour to an hour in prayer together daily. The 
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offices of the ' Pall Mall Gazette' were then in Northumberland Street, off the Strand, and Stead 
had rooms a stone's throw away, where he used to take lunch and tea. Thither we would adjourn 
and pray. The facts which he discovered during those investigations had a great effect upon us 
both, but especially upon him. He used to come to my rooms at all hours during those summer 
nights. I have seen him on my office floor sobbing, partly, no doubt, owing to the extreme tension 
and horror of the inquiry, but in a large measure also because of the human grief of his fervent 
spirit at the heartrending cruelty which stood disclosed. Some earnest prayer, a cup of coffee, 
and he was braced for further efforts. I was upheld, amid the whole ghastly business, by my 
conviction that the country could be roused on this subject. Stead did not realize, journalist 
though he was, what a sensation it would make, nor to what great purpose the facts, adequately 
presented, would stir the public soul. 
 
Stead always impressed me in that early association as a man intensely anxious to seek the 
guidance of God. The deepest passion which moved him was for the victory of a righteous cause. 
He was a journalist, but he always subordinated his journalism to what he believed to be right. 
Religion with him was service. He set out, heart and soul, to serve his generation. The world was 
cleaner and sweeter for his eloquent voice. He aroused the nation on the social question. He 
carried through that battle to its end (which for him was Holloway Jail), not with a journalist's 
keenness for a scoop, but with the fierce zeal of a reformer intent on righting a great wrong. He 
was a Salvationist in mufti. I remember that when I was in the witness-box at the Old Bailey, 
answering, I hope, with some effectiveness the cross-examining counsel, Stead sent me a slip of 
paper on which he had written, 'Hallelujah! The Court feels like a Salvation Army prayer-meeting.' 
That was the spirit in which the whole of that dreadful business was carried through. 
 
Although we were meeting daily and nightly, considerable correspondence passed between us 
at this time. Some of Stead's letters reveal something of the intense horror and anger we felt at 
the abominations unearthed. He writes on one occasion: 
 
Dear Bramwell, 
 
Hell, Damnation — and all the foul fiends. O man, it is a sore sight. To have a child of 14, beautiful 
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and innocent as the day to be brought to you to be ruined — willingly — yes, for she wants 
money for her mother who is lying ill and in sore trouble. Poor thing, poor thing, it made my 
heart bleed. £10 for the price of her shame, selling it as she might for mother's sake. 
 
She nerved herself up to it - poor child, but when I left the room she broke down in tears. 
 
'Would you have half and not be seduced, or all and be seduced? Half, oh, yes, half!' 
 
And she shall have it. But Dr. Miller never turned up; so the examinations could not take place. 
Ask Mrs. Reynolds to call on me as soon as possible in the morning. I want her to go to the 
address the child gave me, to use it to take some nourishing food to her mother, and make 
inquiries, of course knowing nothing about this. 
 
O Bramwell, it is killing me — the Devil's work. 
 
But courage! I must now hasten to the Café in Street, to eat a supper-infernal sacrament of the 
Devil — with one of the worst procuresses in London. 
 
Good Lord, help me. 
 
They also brought me a maiden, a healthy, motherless country lass just up to town — apprenticed 
to — 
 
Oh, these she fiends! I was at the Lock hospital today. Good Matron - very; hates C.D. Acts and 
doctors and police like the very Devil.  
 
And, Amen, and Amen. God help us all, 

W. T. S. 
 
Stead was a religious man. When I met him on his release from prison his first words were, 'I have 
had a great time. What the world wants is Christ!' And during my last conversation with him, 
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many years afterwards, not many weeks before he went down on the Titanic — our talk turned 
on some of the disappointments he had found, and the burden on heart and spirit which they 
involved, and I shall not easily forget the way in which he suddenly held up his finger and 
exclaimed with deep feeling, 'Ah! It is in God I trust. Only the living God can hold up a living 
soul,' 
 
My dear mother was one of Stead's heroines. During her last illness I remember him twice coming 
down to Clacton-on-Sea and kneeling by the side of her suffering bed and pouring out his soul 
to God. With the Founder of The Salvation Army he never got on quite so well. Both men were 
doughty blades, and at times they clashed a little. Even when Stead was at the zenith of his 
public influence the Founder had misgivings about his real strength. Himself the soul of simplicity 
and candour, the Founder did not like a certain artificiality which he thought there was about 
Stead's exterior. And, on his side, Stead never quite accepted the Founder in the sense in which 
one man looks to another for leadership. He admired him, and foresaw something of the success 
of The Army when others doubted him, but there was some reserve between the two. I cannot 
resist telling a story of one of Stead's last interviews at Headquarters. Stead and the old General 
were alone, and evidently failed to reach complete agreement on some matter. Presently I 
thought it time to enter the room and apply the closure. After a few words I brought Stead out 
to my own adjoining room, while I remained for a moment behind with my father. My father, who 
was evidently a little exasperated, said to me vehemently, 'I cannot stand Stead!' And as for 
Stead, when I returned to him, he remarked, with his delightful chuckle, 'You've got a pretty 
handful in there!' indicating the next room! 
 
Is this generation of short memories forgetting how great a national figure Stead was? He began 
his career by pressing the Eastern question into life. He was really the founder of the modern 
British navy; nobody worked as he did to create public enthusiasm for the fleet. Lord Fisher, in 
his ‘Memories,' describes Stead as the greatest of all journalists — 'he was absolute integrity and 
feared no man.' When Stead went down with the Titanic, Fisher wrote to Lord Esher saying that 
he could see him putting the women and children in the boats, and probably singing a Hallelujah! 
and encouraging the ship's band to play cheerfully.' 
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In the South African War Stead took a very pronounced line. He was in violent antagonism to the 
whole British policy. He would never believe that there was anything in the attitude of the Kruger 
party which was at all serious. All the anti-British, pro-Dutch or Africander business, with its 
projected United States of Africa, he dismissed as purely superficial. Perhaps — I am not sure — 
his views on the whole question were unconsciously coloured by his antagonism to the eminent 
British statesman most concerned in the rupture. 
 
Stead's open expression of his convictions, on the Boer War and on other matters, must have 
meant a great renunciation for him, yet he never wavered. He had confidence in himself as an 
instrument of Providence, directed to give effect to some things in the will of God. Above 
everything else, he was a fighter. Perhaps it was this as much as anything which drew us to him. 
He loved fighting, and he understood it. He did not raise the welkin when he got a scratch, nor 
ask for decorations when he had won a skirmish! 
 
And in all his warfare he showed a marvellous generosity towards the other side. Usually such 
intense self-confidence as his goes with intolerance. In Stead we had a man who was convinced 
that his own sometimes very narrow way was the right one, and yet a man who could find 
something beautiful in his most deadly opponent. 
 
All the harder, therefore, is it to speak of the spoiling influence of his later career. It was the grief 
and disturbance occasioned by the death of a dearly loved son that finally sent him over into 
'spookism' with which he had toyed on and off for some years. He soon showed the same 
dogged tenacity which had characterized him in investigations more worthy of his powers. He 
made egregious blunders in his estimates of the different mediums, yet he held to his main 
theory that communication was possible, and that it would serve a good purpose. I took, of 
course, the directly contrary opinion, and hold it still. During the many years that I have been 
observing human life I have never known any one who has been in any way bettered by 
association with what we have come to call spiritualism; and I have known many who have been 
worsened. I do not say this merely because I think that the great majority of spiritualists are 
deluded, and a considerable minority fraudulent; nor because of my belief that if any intercourse 
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has really been achieved it must be with evil spirits. I say it because of what I have observed in 
the effects on character of those who have taken up spiritualism. 
 
My own conviction is that if there are familiar spirits,' then they are evil spirits, and that these 
communications with the dead, assuming that there is anything in them at all, are due to 
personations by these evil spirits, who pretend to be the beloved departed. But I, too, am a 
spiritualist (for the word is too good a one to belong to necromancy), and the spiritualism which 
I believe in is that which manifests itself in the life of the individual, producing such wonderful 
changes and exaltations in human character as we continually see in The Army. I believe in 
communications from above, expressed not in terms of cryptic or trivial messages, but in terms 
of personal purity and courage, and holiness and joy. Our spiritualism can marshal its converts 
by tens of thousands. They are men and women who have been brought up from utter selfishness 
into a new life of love and sanctity. By the side of this, what has been achieved by that other 
spiritualism to which poor Stead gave his adherence? Where has it ever taken us? How has it 
ever helped us? 
 
W. T. Stead is linked in my mind with Cecil Rhodes by an unfortunate circumstance. On one of 
his visits to England, Rhodes told me that he had made a settlement of his fortune which would 
benefit education, and that he had appointed Stead in an important relationship to his trustees. 
He said also, incidentally, that he had given Stead instructions that he was to help The Salvation 
Army. This greatly interested both myself and the Founder, and we spoke to Stead about it. 
Stead observed a very proper reticence with regard to the intentions of Mr. Rhodes, but he 
confirmed generally what the latter had said, and told us that Rhodes had given him the 
direction, in addition to other instructions of a more formal nature, 'Booth is to be helped.' 
 
Stead's attitude on the Boer War, however, led to a division between the two men, and in the 
end Rhodes largely altered his will and excluded Stead from any part in the disposal of his estate. 
We, naturally, were greatly disappointed. But Stead never varied a hair's breadth in his firm belief 
that the war was a crime against civilization. I dare say — I have no positive knowledge — that 
he would have benefited personally had he become Rhodes's trustee, but I do not believe he 
ever felt a single regret for the course he took. 
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I have never met any one, always excepting the old General, who made such an impression upon 
me as did Cecil Rhodes. In appearance alone he filled the picture. He was a mountain of a man, 
over six feet high, broad and deepchested, and with the look of a Viking. One had a feeling that 
his enormous bulk was governed by a mind correspondingly large and powerful, and that his 
huge head and massive brow betokened a tremendous will. His whole presence spoke of 
personal force, of faith in ideas, and of iron self-reliance. He was a man in whom temperament 
as distinct from character, and character as distinct from training, and training as distinct from 
either of the others, all combined to make a rare example of what a man could be. But what 
sombre tragedy he suggested, too! He was a man of profound melancholy. It enveloped him, 
and its folds extended out and covered you also. Here was indeed a great soul dwelling in the 
shadows. 
 
This depression was all the more remarkable because his life was full of faith — though not, 
indeed, the highest kind of faith — which is ever the reverse and antidote of depression. The 
moving force of his career was his faith in Britain's future. He believed in Britain as no man I have 
ever met believed in her. His patriotic faith took on almost a religious enthusiasm. He believed 
in the British character and civilization. His ambition was to make the British Empire the supreme 
force in the world, not merely politically, but morally, intellectually, spiritually. I think that The 
Army helped to give his ideas a more international range before he got them into their final 
shape. But there he was, probably one of the most powerful, yet one of the most detached 
personalities that has ever loomed above the horizon to command the gaze of men. 
 
Apart from some casual intercourse, I met him only twice, but each occasion was memorable. 
The first was in 1898, when he spent a day with us at our Land Colony for Men at Hadleigh. The 
second was when he came, quite unexpectedly, to one of our meetings in the (London) Mansion 
House. To deal with the second occasion first, we assembled as the custom is in the Lord Mayor's 
parlour, before proceeding to the platform. Here I introduced Rhodes to several people, and 
presently took him aside and asked him if he would speak at the meeting. He declined. It 
occurred to me that he refused because he thought that if he spoke he would be expected to 
subscribe to The Army. Rhodes's personal finance was always an amusement to us. The man who 
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left six millions to education never seemed to have any cash in his pocket. I suggested to him 
plainly that he need not concern himself about giving us money. He replied with a laugh, ‘I 
suppose you have heard that I have not got any.' 'Well, not exactly that,' I said, but before I 
could proceed further he broke into a loud guffaw and remarked, 'I hear your friend Stead has 
been saying that I am a millionaire without a sixpence.' He paused to see the effect of this quip. 
I could not deny that I had heard something of the kind, and began rather awkwardly to explain. 
But he burst out laughing again, and clapping me on the shoulder, said, ‘My dear fellow, if you 
only know how true it is!' 'Well, all right,' I said, 'but come and speak.' Again he refused, and all 
I could get out of him on further request was, 'Well, I will see how you get on, and let you know.' 
 
After the Lord Mayor, who presided, had spoken, I made my speech. As soon as I sat down 
Rhodes passed along his newspaper to me on the edge of which he had written, after a kindly 
word about my own address, All right, I will say a few words if you wish it.' Of course, I did wish 
it, and I had the pleasure of hearing him make a short but altogether capital speech in our 
support, to the great delight of the audience, and, incidentally, to the great astonishment of the 
Press. He had been most anxious previously to conceal himself, and had desired the Lord Mayor 
not to mention the fact that he was present. He finished his little speech by saying that he would 
give £200 for the particular fund we were met to promote. To those who did not know him it 
seemed a trifling gift, but to his familiars on the platform it was nothing less than a portent that 
The Salvation Army should have succeeded in getting money from Rhodes, who gave nothing 
to any cause save his great imperial projects. The speech was useful to us in other ways, and the 
next morning 'The Times' commented upon it in a leading article. 
 
But it was on that previous occasion, while visiting the Essex Colony, that I got the more intimate 
glimpse of the true man. He went down with us on the invitation of the Founder, whom he had 
met before in South Africa. Evidently he recognized in the Founder a kindred spirit. The picture 
of Rhodes which many people have is that of a silent, taciturn man, cold, stiff, and difficult to 
approach. They would have been surprised if they had looked through the windows of that 
railway carriage even before we were out of the station. We had not been sitting there five 
minutes before Rhodes and the Founder were talking as hard as they could go about the poor 
and the miserable of the world; about South Africa and the native races; about the prospects of 
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our work in Rhodesia, and the chances of our getting help to do something for the peoples of 
the Zambezi. Upon many things they agreed; when they differed, they said so, and passed on. 
Rhodes seemed to enter fully into the Founder's ideas as to the value of the people to the 
country before all else, and the importance of watching over their moral and spiritual as well as 
their material well-being. The subject of prayer being mentioned, Mr. Rhodes referred to an 
incident which occurred when they were in South Africa, and, turning to Lord Loch, who was the 
fourth of the company, said: 
 
‘The General has prayed for me.' 
 
Lord Loch replied, 'Well, I cannot say that he has ever prayed for me.' 
 
The General answered at once, in the most natural way, Then I will pray for you now'; and, 
kneeling down in the compartment, he asked God's blessing on both his guests. 
 
Rhodes did not kneel, in part because it was physically difficult for him to do so in that narrow 
space, but he bowed his head and closed his eyes, and when the General took his seat again 
Rhodes held out his hand to him in the midst of a silence which to me seemed eloquent of 
thoughts too deep for words. He was evidently greatly touched. 
 
The great South African was delighted with his day at Hadleigh, and said so. He went 
everywhere, saw everything, asked innumerable questions, interviewed Officers and colonists, 
tasted the soup, challenged the price of the coal, offered his advice on the value of fruit trees, 
and chaffed me unmercifully about an old portable engine which ought, no doubt, to have been 
disposed of long ago, but which our poverty had induced us to keep going. He was much 
impressed with some of the colonists, and on invitation spoke to a few of them, and showed his 
delight in the most unaffected way. He could not believe at first that these line, brawny follows 
had a history behind them such as we knew them to have. But he had seen something of the 
kind in South Africa. At Capetown, when one of our Commissioners met him, Rhodes asked a 
Local Officer of The Army who was also present about a discharged criminal in whom he had 
taken an interest, and who had been sent to us, in more or less despair, twelve months before. 
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“He is doing well, sir,' was the answer. ‘He stayed with us for eight months, and he is now earning 
his own bread in regular employment.' 
 
“Do you mean to say that you have made that follow work for twelve months?' asked Rhodes. 
 
'Yes, sir.' 
 
Then,' he said, 'that is the kind of miracle I believe in.' 
 
At Hadleigh he also visited our little Hall. I shall never forget the expression on Rhodes's face as 
he stood and looked down at the penitent-form. 'Ah!' he said, 'I see. This is the dividing line 
between the old life and the new. It reminded me of a remark by Sir Walter Besant, which I was 
taking him round an exhibition we were holding at the Agricultural Hall. The exhibition included 
a model village Hall, in which regular Army Meetings were going forward continuously. Sir Walter 
looked in at one of the open windows, and seeing two or three kneeling at the penitent form, 
he said, in a tone of great earnestness, 'I am very glad to see you have the converting work going 
on here.' 
 
Coming home in the train from Hadleigh, Rhodes and I were left alone. My father was in the next 
carriage, and Lord Loch had left us earlier in the day to attend the House of Lords. Struck by the 
depression and gloom which seemed to surround the man, and hopeful for him because of his 
evident interest in our work, I leaned across and said, ‘Mr. Rhodes, are you a happy man?' (A 
remark he had made at lunch about happiness gave me the opening.) I shall never forget how 
he threw himself back against the cushions of that first-class compartment, gripped the arm of 
the seat, and in this tense attitude looked at me with that extraordinary stare of his and 
exclaimed, ‘Happy? I — happy? Good God, no!' 
 
‘There is only one place, Mr. Rhodes,' I said, 'where we can find real happiness, and that is down 
at the feet of the crucified Saviour, because it is only there we can be freed from our sins.' 
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'Yes,' he said, and then he added, “I would give all I possess to believe what that old man in the 
next carriage believes.' 
 
As long as I live I shall never forget the tragedy--the utter tragedy--of his voice as he said, 'Happy? 
I — happy? Good God, no!' Yet if a vote had been taken in the City of London, how many would 
have coveted what Rhodes had before anything else in the world? Here he was, unbosoming 
himself to one who was almost a stranger. ‘Happy? I — happy? Good God, no!' Considering all 
the circumstances, and the personality of the man, I think that conversation was a very remarkable 
one. He profoundly moved me. 
 
When we were separating that night at Liverpool Street station Rhodes said to me, 'Ah! You and 
the General are right; you have the best of me, after all. I am trying to make new countries; you 
are making new men. It was a sincere thought, finely expressed. Rhodes's eloquence came now 
and then, like the stones from his own reefs. He had no stream of eloquence at his command, 
but he could say, with apparent casualness, a memorable thing. He was dead within a year or 
two of that conversation, and even as I write I am reminded of his last words: 'So little done. so 
much to do.' 
 
Nothing in the remarkable documents he left behind him seems to me more impressive than this 
testimony, which, save for the agnosticism of the opening phrase, might have been spoken on a 
Salvation Army platform: 
 
'If there be a God, and if He does care, then the most important thing in the world for me is to 
find out what He wants me to do, and then to go and do it.' 
 


